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Ready, Freddy! #5: Talent Show Scaredy-pants
There's more to life than lessons at Malory Towers, Enid Blyton's best-loved
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boarding school series. This fantastic bumper collection contains Malory Towers
books 4-6, with a brand-new cover illustrated by Pippa Curnick. Upper Fourth
Darrell Rivers is Head Girl of her class and her sister Felicity has joined Malory
Towers. It looks set to be a wonderful term until Felicity makes friends with young
trouble-maker June. With twins Connie and Ruth causing problems in their form
too, Darrell's first term in charge is a big challenge . . . In the Fifth Now that Darrell
Rivers and her friends are fifth-formers, it's their turn to produce the school play.
There is plenty of talent on show but everyone has their own ideas and competition
for the starring role is fierce. Can the girls overcome their quarrels so that no one
is upstaged? Last Term Darrell Rivers is Head Girl of Malory Towers and there is
plenty to keep her busy. Amanda is prepared to risk everything to be chosen to
swim in the Olympics and spoilt Gwendoline is up to her usual tricks. Can Darrell
stop Gwendoline from ruining their final term before it's time to wave goodbye?
Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. This
collection features the original stories and is unillustrated.

Upper Fourth
A classic children’s story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton.
Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons,
sports, plays and especially mischief. Second Form at Malory Towers's Darrell
Rivers is back at school, and she’s brought her friend Sally Hope with her. But
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when Sally is made head girl instead of Alicia, trouble is afoot – and Darrell is
caught in the middle of things . . . Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous
children’s author of all time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The
Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven. Her school
series – including St Clare’s and Malory Towers are the perfect books for girls who
are experiencing their own adventures at school.

New Class at Malory Towers
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! This term the
fourth-formers are busy planning for the school Christmas concert, but that doesn't
stop them plotting tricks too! Susan is supposed to be in charge of the play but
bossy Sylvia wants to take over, and new teacher Miss Tallant seems surprisingly
knowledgeable about all of their plans. Could there be a spy in their midst?
Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Books
7-12 are authorised sequels of the series written by Pamela Cox in 2009 and focus
on the adventures of Felicity Rivers, Susan Blake, and June Johns. This edition is
unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are
registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of
the trade mark and copyright owner.
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First Term at Malory Towers
The new bumper volume of classic children’s stories from the world’s best-loved
children’s author, Enid Blyton. Malory Towers is about everything school should
stand for – friendships, lessons, sports, plays and especially mischief. Darrell Rivers
is off to a new boarding school, Malory Towers in Cornwall. But will she fit in there?
And what adventures will she have? These first three books chronicle Darrell and
her friends' first years at the school- three years of mischief, mayhem and
midnight feasts! Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all
time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries,
The Famous Five and The Secret Seven. Her school series – including St Clare’s and
Malory Towers are the perfect books for girls who are experiencing their own
adventures at school.

The Naughtiest Girl Collection 3
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! In book 1 of
Enid Blyton's best-loved boarding school series, Darrell Rivers is thrilled to start her
first term at boarding school. She soon makes friends - and mischief! Another new
girl, Gwendoline, is beginning to get on everyone's nerves. Will Darrell be able to
keep her fiery temper under control? Now on CBBC! Between 1946 and 1951, Enid
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Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Book 1 was first published in 1946.
This edition features the classic text and is unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid
Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced
without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.

The Famous Five Collection 2
Enid Blyton's very funny school series follows Elizabeth Allen as she is sent away to
boarding school and makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there's ever
been. Hilarious reading alone or aloud for ages 7 and up. Book 1: The Naughtiest
Girl In The School Elizabeth Allen is spoilt and selfish. When's she's sent away to
boarding school she makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there's ever
been! But Elizabeth soon finds out that being bad isn't as simple as it seems Book
2: The Naughtiest Girl Again The naughtiest girl in the school is back! And this term
she's trying to be good. But someone wants to spoil things for her. And they're not
going to let her forget how she got her nickname! Book 3: The Naughtiest Girl Is A
Monitor When Elizabeth Allen is chosen to be a school monitor, she's delighted. But
she soon finds out just what a responsible job it is. The harder she tries, the worse
she behaves! Will the naughtiest girl in the school EVER learn to be good? Between
1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl, Elizabeth
Allen. This collection contains the original stories. Both cover and inside
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illustrations were created by Kate Hindley in 2014.

Malory Towers
For new girl Darrell Rivers, there are friends to be made, pranks to be played and
fun to be had at Malory Towers in Enid Blyton's best-loved boarding school series.
Upper Fourth Darrell is very pleased to be head girl, but Alicia and Betty are
determined to ruin her good work. Meanwhile, Darrell's sister Felicity joins Malory
Towers and becomes best friends with none other than June - obnoxious, brash and
Alicia's cousin. In the Fifth Everybody at Malory Towers is excited about the
Christmas pantomime. This year they'll be performing Cinderella and everybody
wants to be involved. Matters turn very serious when head girl Moira receives an
anonymous poison pen letter. Last Term Darrell and her friends have reached their
last term at Malory Towers. But before they say good-bye one last time there are
more adventures to be had, pranks to play and competitions to win. Expect drama
at Malory Towers! Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at
Malory Towers. This collection features the original stories and is unillustrated.

Summer Term
Watch out, Junie B., there's a new kid on the block! It's Freddy Thresher, a 1st
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grader who knows it's a jungle out there. Here's the fifth in a new series by an
elementary teacher who's seen it all. "I have a problem. A really, really, big
problem. My class is having a talent show, and I have no talent!" Everyone's
excited about the first grade Grandparents Day talent show--everyone except
Freddy. He thinks he has no talent, and bully Max Sellars's teasing is making him
feel even worse! But when Freddy's dad teaches him some magic tricks, it just
might make Freddy a star, AND get Max off his back. Tricks are tricky though, and
when things go awry, Freddy must count on Papa Dave and his sister Suzie to
make some extra-special magic happen, both for the talent show, and for Max!

Enid Blyton's Nature Lover's Book
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find excitement and adventure
wherever they go in Enid Blyton's most popular series. Five Go to Smuggler's Top
The Five go to stay at the large, old house and have great fun discovering secret
hiding places and underground tunnels. But who are the people signalling out to
sea? And what do they want? Five Go Off in a Caravan A caravan holiday is bound
to be an adventure! The Five soon get caught up with the circus crowd. But some
of its members have more sinister plans than just clowning around Five On Kirrin
Island Again What is Uncle Quentin up to on Kirrin Island? He won't let anyone visit
- not even the Five! But there's someone else on the island, watching his every
move. The Five will have to act, after all. This 70th anniversary edition features the
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Classic editions of three Famous Five adventures (books 4-6) in one volume and
contains the original cover art and inside drawings by Eileen Soper.

New Term at Malory Towers
The first book in the "Malory Towers" series, all about the famous boarding school.
Darrell is all packed and ready to head off to her new school, but has she made
sure to bring a lid for her temper?

Goodbye Malory Towers
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Head Girl
Felicity Rivers can hardly believe it's nearly time to leave her beloved school. The
sixth-formers are hoping for a restful final term but headmistress Miss Grayling has
other ideas - and so does an old pupil who makes a surprising return. Not everyone
is happy to see her, and soon she is having a difficult time. Can Felicity solve the
problems, with some help from a few other familiar faces? Between 1946 and
1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Books 7-12 are authorised
sequels of the series written by Pamela Cox in 2009 and focus on the adventures of
Felicity Rivers, Susan Blake, and June Johns. This edition is unillustrated. * Malory
Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of
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Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be
reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and
copyright owner.

Third Year at Malory Towers
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Mischievous
Daffy loves playing tricks, but when she goes too far, there are a few shocks and
surprises in store . . . Meanwhile, there's something so familiar about new pupil
Alice. The girls are certain they've met her before - could she be hiding a secret?
Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Books
7-12 are authorised sequels of the series written by Pamela Cox in 2009 and focus
on the adventures of Felicity Rivers, Susan Blake, and June Johns. This edition is
unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are
registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of
the trade mark and copyright owner.

New Term
Noddy and his Toy Town friends bring you a colourful activity book packed with
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games, activities and fun! A full colour activity book packed with magical Toy Town
fun and games including drawing, matching, colouring, counting, board games and
more! When you're done, cut out the cards on the inside covers for a fabulous
Noddy card game!

The Secret Seven Collection 1
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Darrell Rivers
is excited to be going into her second year at Malory Towers - but is she ready for
the drama it will bring? Jealousy flares when a new head of the form is chosen, and
the girls become suspicious when their belongings go missing. Who could the thief
be? And why on earth has timid Mary-Lou ventured out during a terrible storm?
Now a 5* stage production and coming to TV on CBBC soon! Between 1946 and
1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Book 2 was first published
in 1947. This edition features the classic text and is unillustrated. * Malory Towers
® Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder
& Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced
without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.

Secrets
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It's the Famous Five's 70th anniversary year - and this is the perfect value-formoney introduction to the world's favourite adventure series for children.

Winter Term at Malory Towers
A classic children’s story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton.
Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons,
sports, plays and especially mischief. Winter Term at Malory Towers Susan is
excited to be in charge of the winter concert, but Miss Tallant, a new teacher, has
very strong ideas about it. And when she interferes in a midnight feast, they realise
there’s a spy in their midst. But who could it be? Enid Blyton is arguably the most
famous children’s author of all time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair,
The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven. Her
school series – including St Clare’s and Malory Towers are the perfect books for
girls who are experiencing their own adventures at school.

Goodbye
There are new additions at Malory Towers boarding school in Cornwall. And one of
them is a girl called Zerelda who is all the way from the USA. It’s not just the girls
who will face challenges this year, though. Bill’s horse, Thunder, suffers from colic
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and Darrell must work with Bill to stop him lying down! Enid Blyton is arguably the
most famous children’s author of all time, thanks to series such as The WishingChair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven.
Her school series – including St Clare’s and Malory Towers are the perfect books for
girls who are experiencing their own adventures at school.

Second Form at Malory Towers
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Summer at
Malory Towers means picnics, swimming and horse-riding. There are also the usual
tricks to play and secrets to keep, but no one was expecting a mystery to solve. So
when a horse is stolen from the riding school run by old girls Bill and Clarissa, all
the third-formers want to help. Who could the culprit be? Between 1946 and 1951,
Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Books 7-12 are authorised
sequels of the series written by Pamela Cox in 2009 and focus on the adventures of
Felicity Rivers, Susan Blake, and June Johns. This edition is unillustrated. * Malory
Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be
reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and
copyright owner.
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The Naughtiest Girl Collection 1
Felicity is Head Girl of Malory Towers! Eager to prove herself, she has her hands
full with naughty first formers, and a very mysterious new form-mate who is
strangely familiar . . .

The Naughtiest Girl: Naughtiest Girl In The School
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Felicity Rivers
is excited to be Head Girl of the third form and there are three new girls to help
settle in this term. But Felicity's in for a shock when someone starts playing
spiteful tricks. The girls suspect an old enemy is to blame - how will they find out
for sure? Expect more drama at Malory Towers! Between 1946 and 1951, Enid
Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Books 7-12 are authorised sequels of
the series written by Pamela Cox in 2009 and focus on the adventures of Felicity
Rivers, Susan Blake, and June Johns. This edition is unillustrated. * Malory Towers
®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder
& Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced
without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.

St Clare's Collection 2
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Schooldays at St Clare's are never dull for twins Pat and Isabel O'Sullivan in Enid
Blyton's much-loved boarding school series. The twins at St Clare's Pat and Isabel
find life at St Clare's is not as easy as they thought. They have several surprises
and arguments before they admit their troubles are of their own making, and settle
down to make friends. The O'Sullivan Twins at St Clare's It's the start of the Easter
Term and the twins are looking forward to meeting all their friends at St Clare's
once more. They are determined to be obedient and studious, but the new girls
prove to be so much fun. Poor Mam'zelle had better watch out. Summer Term at St
Clare's The twins look forward to their first summer term at St Clare's. They soon
make friends with new girl Carlotta, who has a secret past that she's desperate to
hide. But sneaky Prudence finds out and tells everybody. How will the class react?
There'll be mischief at St Clare's! Between 1941 and 1946, Enid Blyton wrote six
novels set at St Clare's. This collection features the original text and is
unillustrated.

Noddy
Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven - everyone's favourite detective club! This
fantastic bumper collection contains Secret Seven books 4-6, with illustrations by
Tony Ross. Book 4: Secret Seven on the Trail (first published in 1952) Something
mysterious is going on at Tigger's Barn, and the Seven are intrigued. When Jack
overhears a strange conversation, it's time for the Seven to leap into action Book
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5: Go Ahead, Secret Seven (first published in 1953) What exactly is the sinisterlooking man up to and why does he want to get George into trouble? Will the
Seven get to the bottom of the mystery before it's too late? Book 6: Good Work,
Secret Seven (first published in 1954) A car is stolen and Peter and Janet are the
only witnesses. But have the Seven got themselves too deep into a mystery that is
beyond their powers to solve? These timeless stories are perfect for young fans of
mystery, adventure or detective series.

First Term
Centering around three children and their uncle who takes them on nature walks,
this wonderful collection of stories, poems, and nature facts, originally published in
1944, doubles as a field guide for nature lovers both young and old.

St Clare's Collection 1
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Darrell Rivers
is Head Girl of Malory Towers and there is plenty to keep her busy. Spoilt
Gwendoline is up to her usual tricks and Amanda is prepared to risk everything to
be chosen to swim in the Olympics. Can Darrell stop Gwendoline from ruining their
final term before it's time to wave goodbye? Now a fantastic TV drama on CBBC
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and BBC iPlayer. Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at
Malory Towers. Book 6 was first published in 1951. This edition features the classic
text and is unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's
signature are registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade
mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written
permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.

Fun and Games at Malory Towers
In Enid Blyton's bestselling school series Elizabeth Allen is sent away to boarding
school and makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there's ever been. Book
8: Well Done, The Naughtiest Girl Elizabeth is desperate to play the piano in the
end of school concert. But Arabella is very good, and so Elizabeth spends every
waking minute practising. But what about all the exams? Will the Naughtiest Girl
have to stay in First Form another year? Book 9: Naughtiest Girl Wants To Win
When new girl and famous young actress Kerry becomes head girl, Elizabeth is
convinced that the seniors have been swayed by her acting skills alone. The real
Kerry is a nasty piece of work - but how can she prove it? Book 10: Naughtiest Girl
Marches On Elizabeth is overjoyed to be appointed monitor again. But one of the
second form boys is turning all the other boys against her, starting with a nasty
note in her desk. Can she find out who has a grudge against her - and why?
Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl,
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Elizabeth Allen. Books 5-10 are authorised sequels of the series written by Anne
Digby in 1999. Both cover and inside illustrations were created by Kate Hindley in
2014.

The Early Years at Malory Towers
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Darrell Rivers
is delighted to be Head Girl of her form - and this year her sister Felicity joins
Malory Towers too. Most of the time Darrell couldn't be prouder of Felicity, but
she's much less keen on her sister's trouble-making new friend. With twins Connie
and Ruth also causing problems, Darrell's first term in charge is a big challenge
Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set at Malory Towers. Book 4
was first published in 1949. This edition features the classic text and is
unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are
registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of
the trade mark and copyright owner.

Malory Towers Collection 2
A classic children’s story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton.
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Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons,
sports, plays and especially mischief. Fun and Games at Malory Towers New girl
Millicent clashes with the feisty June over the school's priorities: a music concert or
tennis tournament? But both pale into insignificance when it's found there's a thief
in the fifth form. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all
time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries,
The Famous Five and The Secret Seven. Her school series – including St Clare’s and
Malory Towers are the perfect books for girls who are experiencing their own
adventures at school.

In the Fifth
Welcome to Malory Towers, where there's more to life than lessons! Now that
Darrell Rivers and her friends are fifth formers, it's their turn to produce the school
play. There is plenty of talent on show but everyone has their own ideas and
competition for the starring role is fierce. Can the girls overcome their quarrels so
that no one is upstaged? Between 1946 and 1951, Enid Blyton wrote six novels set
at Malory Towers. Book 5 was first published in 1950. This edition features the
classic text and is unillustrated. * Malory Towers ®, Enid Blyton ® and Enid
Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No
trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written
permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.
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The Secret Seven Collection 2
It's time to welcome new girls to Malory Towers, the famous boarding school by the
sea, in four brand-new stories by outstanding authors, set in Enid Blyton's muchloved school. YA and Waterstones Book Prize-winner Patrice Lawrence introduces
us to proud Marietta with her magnificent head of braided hair. A dormitory
argument reveals something unusual about Marietta, and something equally
unexpected about Alicia. In Guardian and Stylist columnist Lucy Mangan's story,
student librarian Evelyn is wary of her lively, lacrosse-playing classmates. When
one of them becomes a regular visitor to the hushed domain of the library, can
Evelyn really trust her? Sunita Sharma joins Malory Towers surrounded by a sense
of mystery, in Narinder Dhami's fabulous story. But is Sunita really as glamorous as
Gwendoline imagines? In Rebecca Westcott's heartwarming story, Darrell and
friends fear the worst when spoilt Gwendoline's cousin joins the school. But Maggie
is very different from her stuck-up relative . . .

Malory Towers: First Term
A rugby-mad boy. A huge game. And a chance for an epic win or an epic fail!
Gordon D'Arcy is an ordinary boy, but he's not so ordinary once he gets a rugby
ball in his hands. He's the star player for Wexford Wanderers and dreams of one
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day wearing the Ireland jersey. A dream like that means hard work, raw talent and
never losing sight of your goals. But Gordon has a wild streak that often lands him
in trouble. Mum and Dad think that if he can just channel his energy, all will be
well. Then something utterly mad happens and he gets a chance to live his biggest
dream. Can he stay on his game and do everyone proud? Or will trouble follow him
like it usually does? Gordon's Game is a funny and inspiring adventure for rugby
lovers of all ages! 'A cracking read which will appeal to all the family' Irish Country
Magazine

Winter Term
Darrell and her friends continue to grow together as they share their school days at
Malory Towers. There are new students to induct, sporting matches to be won,
tempers to control, and tricks to play on teachers.Saddle up for a wild third year
with Darrell and the gang in this fantastic bumper volume of classic stories from
much-loved author, Enid Blyton.

Second Form
A classic children’s story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton.
Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons,
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sports, plays and especially mischief. Goodbye, Malory Towers After taking their
Higher Certificate, the sixth formers want to relax this term. But the Head has a
surprise: a finishing school course, with old girl Gwendoline Lacey as teacher. Yet
someone is determined to drive her out - and it takes the return of Darrell to solve
the mystery. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all time,
thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The
Famous Five and The Secret Seven. Her school series – including St Clare’s and
Malory Towers are the perfect books for girls who are experiencing their own
adventures at school.

Last Term
Darrell Rivers is off to boarding school for the first time. She quickly settles down
and makes new friends, including the clever and mischievous Alicia. But the first
term is not all fun and Darrell has some tricky problems to cope with.

Malory Towers Collection 2 Books 04 - 06
Darrell has left, and Felicity is head of the third form. And what a lot she has to
deal with - June and new girl Freddie playing tricks continually, the sickly Bonnie
shadowing her, and the stuck-up Amy, who has a strange family secret . . . Enid
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Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all time, thanks to series
such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and
The Secret Seven. Her school series – including St Clare’s and Malory Towers are
the perfect books for girls who are experiencing their own adventures at school.

Gordon's Game
In Enid Blyton's bestselling school series Elizabeth Allen is sent away to boarding
school and makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there's ever been. Follow
Elizabeth Allen in book one as she arrives for her first year at boarding school.
Elizabeth is spoilt and selfish and has made up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil
there's ever been! But soon she finds out that being bad isn't as simple as it seems
Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl,
Elizabeth Allen. This edition contains the original text. Both cover and inside
illustrations were created by Kate Hindley in 2014. Bonus material: A rare,
complete serial story about a very special school. An interview with Enid Blyton
about her school days. Enid Blyton's experiences as a teacher. A timeline of the
author's life. Photos from Enid Blyton's younger days.

The Famous Five Collection
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Darrell and her sister Felicity meet new girly Maureen at Malory Towers. This year
the fifth formers have decided to perform Cinderella as their Christmas
pantomime, but choosing who plays whom will be tricky. And when poison pen
letters are written by an unknown individual, things become much more serious . .
. Another classic adventure for the girls at Malory Towers! Enid Blyton is arguably
the most famous children’s author of all time, thanks to series such as The WishingChair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven.
Her school series – including St Clare’s and Malory Towers are the perfect books for
girls who are experiencing their own adventures at school.

Secrets at Malory Towers
Later Years at Malory Towers
Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven - everyone's favourite detective club! This
fantastic bumper collection contains Secret Seven books 1-3, with illustrations by
Tony Ross. Book 1: The Secret Seven (first published in 1949) It's their first
adventure and the Secret Seven super-sleuths are already on the trail of a
mystery! The gang are dressed in disguise, following a lead to a spooky old house
in the snow Book 2: Secret Seven Adventure (first published in 1950) When a
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priceless pearl necklace goes missing the Secret Seven are first off the mark to
catch the thief! Why? Because they saw him making his escape! Now all they have
to do is find the necklace Book 3: Well Done, Secret Seven (first published in 1951)
The Secret Seven have a new meeting place - a treehouse! But someone else is
using it too. The gang are furious, but then they learn the intruder is in big trouble
and needs their help. Can the Seven come to the rescue ? These timeless stories
are perfect for young fans of mystery, adventure or detective series.

Upper Fourth at Malory Towers
Schooldays at St Clare's are never dull for twins Pat and Isabel O'Sullivan in Enid
Blyton's much-loved boarding school series. The Second Form at St Clare's The
twins have made it to second form. New girls Gladys and Mirabel have great
talents for acting and music, and Elsie, the form's unpopular Head Girl, learns to be
less spiteful. The Third Form at St Clare's It's time for a new head girl. There are
plenty of candidates, but after a terrible accident, and an hilarious school play, the
true leaders are revealed. Kitty at St Clare's Pat breaks her arm and misses the
first weeks of term. Will Pat be upset when new girl Amanda becomes Isabel's new
best friend? There'll be mischief at St Clare's! Between 1941 and 1946, Enid Blyton
wrote six novels set at St Clare's. Books 5, 6 and 9 are authorised sequels of the
series written by Pamela Cox and feature storylines set in between the original
Blyton novels. These books were published in 2000/2008 and are unillustrated.
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In the Fifth at Malory Towers
In the fourth book in the series, twins Connie and Ruth are on the outs, and Gwen
is being a major pain!
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